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the music of the game is composed by michael giacchino. the sound team was led by alastair lindsay. a&m&r's john mccann was the assistant director for audio. the main theme of the game, "miami vice", was
written by giorgio moroder, and is featured in the game's opening. the song was originally recorded for the 1985 film of the same name. it was released as a single by mca records in 1985, reaching #35 on the

billboard hot 100 singles chart. it was covered in the 1987 film by carly simon and released as a single. the song was also featured in the video games shadowrun for the amiga, atari jaguar and sega genesis. the
song was featured as the opening theme of the 1980s television series miami vice and 1988 film of the same name. in the past, there was a rumor that michael giacchino would return to write the theme for the
2004 sequel, but this never materialized. the song was nominated for an oscar in the category of best song but lost to "memory" from the lord of the rings: the fellowship of the ring. the game's original cutscene

was used in the 2012 film the fast and the furious: supercharged. the cutscene is also available in a video titled "gta vice city: the resurrection" on the official rockstar games youtube channel. the mission where the
player has to kill the two policemen from the mission "gang wars" was changed for the psp and nintendo ds versions of the game. the version on the psp has the player avoiding the two policemen instead of killing
them and the nintendo ds version has the player killing them. in the mission, the player must avoid police cars and steal the cars they need to steal. in the version on the psp and nintendo ds, the player must avoid

all of the police cars and steal the cars they need to steal.
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the game's original cutscene was used in the 2012 film the fast and the furious: supercharged. the cutscene is also available in a video titled "gta vice city: the resurrection" on the official rockstar games youtube
channel. the mission where the player has to kill the two policemen from the mission "gang wars" was changed for the psp and nintendo ds versions of the game. as a leading global professional services firm,

accenture mobilizes people and technologies to help drive innovation and improve the way the world works. with approximately 330,000 people serving clients in more than 120 countries, accenture drives
innovation to improve the way the world works and lives. founded in 1891, accenture is an independent brand of accenture (nyse: acn). in her role as vice president of the americas, accenture mobility & transport,

mirtha ramos leads a team that helps clients create a clear strategic vision of mobility and transport in their business models and that proactively drives innovation, value and sustainable business growth. with
clients, she works with business leaders, c-suite executives and mobility & transport practitioners to identify and capture opportunities, tailor the right programs and solutions, and evolve customer experiences and

operations. she also leads accenture s transportation and mobility practice, which provides clients with services in mobility and transport, fuel management and vehicle electrification. gta vice city has a similar
setting to san andreas, using the same city and area of the map. this was to give it a different feel and make it look different. since gta san andreas is a story of revenge and revenge is a theme that has been a part

of the series since the beginning, the designers wanted to offer the player some vengeance and pay back for the people they harmed. a raid on the house of the president of the tri-city mafia is planned for the
second mission. for this mission, players are able to steal cars and assault guards, and are expected to wreak havoc in the city in order to achieve the mission objective. during the mission, players are tasked with
bringing down a car bomb to destroy the president's residence, then escaping the city by stealing a truck and driving through the desert to a safehouse. vice city's landscape is more mountainous than that of san
andreas. this was designed to give the game a different feel, and to show the player a new setting and a different look. the setting is a busy caribbean metropolis, with all the various cultural influences of the area.

however, the game is set in the future, in a city which is 70 years into the future. 5ec8ef588b
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